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Aim of the course:
The course investigates metaphysical and theological implications of life after death.
Course homepage (form August 2021):
https://dkodaj.net/elte
Content of the course:
Afterlife is an integral part of standard Judaeo-Christian-Muslim ideology, but its nature is relatively rarely investigated in the philosophy of religion. This is a problem because if resurrection or heaven/hell turn out to be incoherent or hopelessly opaque notions for philosophical reasons, then one has a fairly straightforward argument against theism: Theism is incoherent or hopelessly opaque because some of its core components, such as the idea of afterlife or heaven/hell, is incoherent or hopelessly opaque.
The course will look at the three big topics:
1. How should one think of resurrection? Specifically, is it compatible with physicalism?
2. Can the existence of hell be morally justified?
3. Is eternal life something we should be interested in? What would heaven look like?
Assessment
Presentation + essay
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